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Characteristics of the Four Market Structures

Fill in the table below, using the information provided in lecture and/or readings

		

		Market Characteristics



		Type of Market

		Number of Firms in the Market

		Variety of Good


(Similar or Different Product)

		Market Power 


(Ability of Sellers to Control Prices)

		Barriers to Entry


(Ease or Difficulty of Entering the Industry)

		Non-Price Competition


(Advertising, Coupons, etc.)

		Examples



		Pure Competition

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Monopolistic Competition

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Oligopoly

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Monopoly

		

		

		

		

		

		






Get aHead for Business 

Alignment of Entrepreneurship with Economics 


Introduction


This guide is to be used with the Get aHead for Business; 101 Starting a Business and 201 Running a Business. The economics content has been reviewed by members of the Jefferson County Economics Pacing Guide committee as to meeting Colorado’s economic standards. Both 101 Starting a Business and 201 Running a Business must be taught in order for students to access economics credit. 


It is the decision of individual school districts to accept this combination of courses for economics credit and thus provide another multiple pathway for students to meet high school graduation requirements. Teachers of Get aHead for Business should work with local curriculum coordinators or councils to review content and alignment. Whether or not the local school district decides to implement embedded economics credit with 101 and 201; this guide can still supplement Get aHead for Business and provide students’ with stronger content in economics.

 It is recommended that Get aHead for Business teachers review their respective college transcripts for economics content and consider taking the Colorado Council on Economics Education’s courses for economics certification. A series of 12 credits leads to certification in economics. 

Note: the Table of Contents aligns both the Get aHead for Business major units and subunits of instruction with content, worksheets and power points of economics. Using as suggested sequence of instruction allows students’ to connect the economics with entrepreneurship content.

Get aHead for Business 


Alignment of Entrepreneurship with Economics 


Table of Contents


101 Starting a Business

		Get aHead for Business

		Economics Content



		

		



		Entrepreneurial Thinking 

		



		1.1 Entrepreneurship Defined

		1.1  Are you a C.E.O.?



		1.2 Are you an Entrepreneur?

		1.2  Millionaire Activity



		1.3 Entrepreneurs in a Market Economy

		1.3a What is the Economic Way of Thinking?

1.3b The Market Economy


1.3c Supply and Demand






		1.4 Economics of One Unit of Sale

		1.4 Production, Costs and Advantage



		1.5 Opportunity Recognition

		1.5 Market Structures



		

		



		Business Identification

		



		Creativity and Innovation

		



		2.2 Which Business is Right for You?

		2.2a Scarcity, Choice, Cost – The Economic Trilogy

2.2b Economic Growth, Employment, Money and Prices





		2.3 Cost of Operating a Business

		2.3 Marginal Cost and Benefit



		The Mystery of Marketing

		



		2.5 Your Competitive Advantage

		2.5 Comparative Economic Systems



		

		



		Financial Management

		



		Financing Your Business

		Financing your Business (Thinking Economics)



		Record Keeping

		



		Income Statements

		



		3.4 Protecting Your Business

		3.4 Economists You Should Know





		

		





Get aHead for Business 


Alignment of Entrepreneurship with Economics 


Table of Contents


201 Running a Business


		Get aHead for Business

		Economics Content



		

		



		Competitive Strategies

		



		Business Definition

		



		Your Marketing Mix

		



		Promotion

		



		Break-Even Analysis

		



		

		



		Customer-Centered Service

		



		Managing Yourself and Others

		



		Successful Sales

		



		Customer Service

		



		The Art of Negotiations

		



		

		



		Business Operations

		



		Managing Cash Flow

		



		Analyzing Your Financial Performance

		



		6.3 Ethical Issues in Business

		6.3 If We Collect So Much in Taxes, then Why are We in Debt?

Stability in the Economy (Thinking Economics)



		Giving Back

		Your Business Role in the Economy (Thinking Economics)



		

		





Get aHead for Business

101 Starting a Business

Alignment with Economics


1.1 Entrepreneurship Defined

1.1
  Are You a C.E.O? – ppt


Get aHead for Business

101 Starting a Business

Alignment with Economics


1.2
Are You an Entrepreneur?


1.2 
Millionaire Activity - ppt


Get aHead for Business

101 Starting a Business

Alignment with Economics

1.3 Entrepreneurs in a Market Economy

1.3a
  What is the Economic Way of Thinking? - ppt

 There is No Such Thing as a Free Lunch - activity

Economic Reasoning – worksheet


One pager – worksheet


Economic Mysteries – activity

Broad Social Goals - activity

1.3b
  The Market Economy – ppt

1.3c 
 Supply and Demand - ppt

Reasons for Changes in Supply & Demand – worksheet 

Reasons for Changes in Supply & Demand - KEY

Supply and Demand – worksheet


Price Controls – worksheet


ECONOMIC VOCABULARY

Get aHead for Business

101 Starting a Business

Alignment with Economics

1.4 Economics of One Unit of Sale



1.4
  Production, Costs and Advantage – ppt





Circular Flow Diagram – worksheet





Comparative and Absolute Advantages – worksheet





Comparative and Absolute Advantages - KEY





Production Possibilities Frontier- worksheet

Get aHead for Business

101 Starting a Business

Alignment with Economics

1.5   Opportunity Recognition

1.5a 
Market Structures – ppt





Market Characteristics – worksheet



1.5b
Market Structures Advertisements - ppt

Get aHead for Business

101 Starting a Business

Alignment with Economics

2.2 Which Business is Right for You?


2.2a  
Scarcity, choices, Cost: The Economic Trilogy – ppt





Scarcity, Cost and Choice – worksheet





Normative and Positive Statements – worksheets





Land Use Site Selection – activity

2.2b 
 Economic Growth, Employment, Money and Prices – ppt




Economic Growth, Money, Prices and Employment - worksheet

Gross Domestic Product – activity


Get aHead for Business

101 Starting a Business

Alignment with Economics

2.3 Cost of Operation a Business


2.3  
Marginal Cost and Benefit - ppt

Get aHead for Business

101 Starting a Business

Alignment with Economics

2.5  Your Competitive Advantage 


2.5
 Comparative Economic Systems – ppt





Comparative Economic Systems - worksheet

Get aHead for Business

101 Starting a Business

Alignment with Economics

3.4 Protecting Your Business


3.4 
Economists You Should Know - ppt





Market Economy - worksheet

Get aHead for Business


Alignment with Economics


6.4  Protecting Your Business


6.4

 If We Collect So Much in Taxes and our GDP is so Great, then Why? - ppt




The Current State of the Economy – activity





The Economic Functions of Government – worksheet





Market Structures







Competition leads to:

Lower prices

Better quality

Efficiency







Degree of Competition

		In market economies, most markets are competitive 



		However, some markets are more competitive than others



		Economists categorize markets according to their degree of competition









Degree of Competition

		The degree of competition affects the decisions made by firms in that market



		Decisions such as:

		What price to charge?

		How much to produce?









Competition

		Give examples of a local market that has a lot of competition



		Give examples of a local market that has very little or no competition









Pure Competition



Market Structures

		Number of Firms		Many

		Variety of Good		Sellers offer identical products.  Each seller’s product is a perfect substitute for the products of other sellers.

		Market Power		None.  No controls over prices.  Sellers are “price takers”.  They have to take the price set by the market.

		Barriers to Entry		Easy to enter the market.

		Non-Price Competition		No non-price competition.

		Examples		Agricultural markets





























Monopolistic Competition

Market Structures

		Number of Firms		Many

		Variety of Good		Slightly different product.  Each seller’s product is a somewhat imperfect substitute for the products of other sellers.

		Market Power		Some control over prices if product differentiation is successful in making buyers choose your product.

		Barriers to Entry		Fairly easy to enter.  Few barriers to entry.

		Non-Price Competition		Lots of non-price competition.

		Examples		Gas stations, Fast food, Dry cleaning





























Oligopoly

Market Structures

		Number of Firms		Few

		Variety of Good		Products are either the same or slightly different.  Each seller’s product is a close substitute for the products of other sellers.

		Market Power		Significant control over prices.  If a firm makes a price change, it will hold only if other firms make the price change also (Collusion).

		Barriers to Entry		Significant barriers to entry.  Huge start-up costs, regulatory restrictions, and licensing fees.

		Non-Price Competition		Lots of non-price competition.

		Examples		Cars, Airlines, Copper





























Monopoly

Market Structures

		Number of Firms		One Firm

		Variety of Good		Seller sells product for which there are no close substitutes.

		Market Power		Significant control over price.  Seller is “price searcher”.  Searches out price that generates maximum profit.

		Barriers to Entry		Significant barriers to entry.  “Natural” barriers and regulatory restrictions.

		Non-Price Competition		May exist:  advertising.

		Examples		Public utilities, Cable companies, Companies with patents.





























Which one is best for the Consumer?

	Rank the 4 types of market structures, starting with the one that is best for the consumer and ending with the one that is least responsive to the consumer.










Are You CEO Material?







		Corporate Executive Officers are called upon to make tough decisions at pivotal times. Are you a kahuna or a chump, a Rockefeller or a little feller? Take our quiz and find out what you would have done in their shoes. 









Question 1

		The year is 1896. You are a successful inventor, and have become wealthy by patenting such inventions as an automatic stock ticker. How do you invest your profits? 









		a) Buy stock in railroads, which are expanding rapidly across the country.

		b) Establish a research laboratory for developing new inventions.

		c) Hide your money in a mattress while additional profits roll in.









     For his invention of an automated stock ticker, Thomas Edison received $40,000. He and a business partner, who operated a machine shop, used the money to start a new company to manufacture Edison’s improved stock ticker. In 1876, Edison established a laboratory at Menlo Park, New Jersey, the first laboratory dedicated to industrial research in the world.

Answer is B







Question 2

		The year is 1914. Your automobile factory is profitable, but 40 to 60 percent of your employees leave each month. What do you do? 









		a) Move your operations to a different country where you take advantage of inexpensive, reliable labor.

		b) Raise wages to twice the industry standard.

		c) Hire large, intimidating "career counselors" to discourage employees from seeking other opportunities.









     In 1914, the automobile factory operated by Henry Ford was experiencing a monthly personnel turnover of 40 to 60 percent, largely because of the unpleasant monotony of assembly-line work and repeated increases in the production quotas assigned to workers. Ford met this challenge by doubling the daily wage then standard in the industry, raising it from about $2.50 to $5.

Answer is B







Question 3

		The year is 1925. Your company operates a chain of movie theaters, and has recently opened a technically sophisticated film studio in Hollywood. How do you continue growing within the motion-picture industry? 









		a) Invest in technology that synchronizes a film's soundtrack with the action on screen.

		b) Offer huge salaries to lure top actors from rival studios.

		c) Replace the uncomfortable wooden chairs in your theaters with plush reclining chairs.









	In the mid-1920s, Warner Brothers acquired the Vitagraph Company, which enabled them to distribute their films directly to theaters. In 1926 they formed Vitaphone to develop a sound-on-disk process by which a recording could be played alongside a film and synchronized with it. They first used the Vitaphone system in a feature-length film during several musical numbers in The Jazz Singer (1927), thus revolutionizing the film industry.

Answer is A







Question 4

		The year is 1962. You manage several successful franchises of a variety-store chain, and notice that your discount items are most profitable. You are unable to convince the company leaders to open stores offering only discount items. What do you do? 









		a) Take a job at the corporate office and work your way up to a decision-making position from which you can promote your vision.

		b) Find investment partners, buy out the company, and fire the top level of management.

		c) Find investment partners and begin a chain of your own stores, offering only discount items.









	In 1962 Sam Walton managed 15 Ben Franklin stores. That year, unable to convince the Ben Franklin Company to start a chain of stores that offered discounts all the time on all items, Sam and his brother opened their own store, Wal-Mart Discount City, in Rogers, Arkansas. By 1969, they operated 18 Wal-Mart Discount City stores (now called simply Wal-Marts).

Answer is C







Question 5

		The year is 1968. You own several highly profitable waste-collection routes. The government has recently enacted the Solid Waste Disposal Act, increasing standards of hygiene in waste disposal. What do you do? 









		a) Hire a team of lobbyists to get the act overturned, recognizing the impossibility of complying with the new standards.

		b) Invest in new, state-of-the-art landfill facilities for your routes.

		c) Establish a nationwide waste-collection company, anticipating the difficulty small, local collection services will face in meeting the new standards.









	In 1968, H. Wayne Huizenga teamed with a partner to create a nationwide company for waste collection, a business traditionally made up of small, local companies. The new company, Waste Management, Inc., became the foundation of his fortune.

Answer is C







Question 6

		The year is 1970. You run a billboard-advertising business you inherited from your father, and you are looking to expand in new directions. What do you do? 









		a) Buy out billboard-advertising companies in South America's rapidly growing markets.

		b) Purchase a failing local television station and use it as a base for broadcasting low-cost programming nationwide over cable networks.

		c) Purchase a controlling interest in the American Motor Company and ride the success of the AMC Gremlin.









	In 1963, Ted Turner inherited his family billboard-advertising business. In 1970 he bought a failing UHF (ultrahigh frequency) television station in Atlanta, Georgia, and by 1975 Turner had transformed it into the first "superstation," WTBS, by transmitting low-cost sports and entertainment programs via satellite to cable systems throughout the country. This was a highly profitable innovation that accelerated the spread of cable television nationwide.

Answer is B







Question 7

		The year is 1976. You are still in college, but together with a friend you have established a software company that is already negotiating deals with major corporations. What do you do? 









		a) Complete your degree so corporate executives will treat you more respectfully.

		b) Sell the company to a large computer manufacturer, and use the money to establish a new company after graduation.

		c) Leave school to devote your full time to your company.









	While attending Harvard University in 1975, Bill Gates teamed with Paul Allen to develop a version of the BASIC programming language for the Altair 8800, the first personal computer. They licensed the software to the manufacturer of the Altair and formed Microsoft (originally Micro-soft) to develop versions of BASIC for other computer companies. Gates decided to drop out of Harvard in his junior year to devote his time to Microsoft.

Answer is C







Question 8

		The year is 1986. You are a successful talk-show host, and have just achieved national syndication. You want more control over your show, and a greater share of its profits. What do you do? 









		a) Threaten to quit the show if you aren't offered a pay raise and greater editorial control.

		b) Join the network's corporate office as director of daytime programming and reinvent the talk-show genre.

		c) Form your own production company and take ownership of distribution rights.









	In 1986, Oprah Winfrey formed Harpo Productions to produce her own show and other projects. With distribution rights to her shows, Winfrey used profits to expand her business activities. By 1998 Winfrey was worth $675 million. In 2008 worth $2.7 Billion

Answer is C







Question 9

		The year is 1994. You are a successful business analyst, and come to think that the mail-order business model could be adapted to online book sales. What do you do? 









		a) Quit your job and begin writing fiction to take advantage of the upcoming boom in book sales.

		b) Quit your job, buy out a major book publisher, and restructure its business around online sales.

		c) Quit your job, form relationships with major book wholesalers, and create a Web site allowing customers to order books online.









	Amazon.com founder Jeff Bezos grew interested in online retailing in 1994 while working as a business analyst in New York City. After researching the success of different mail-order companies, Bezos decided that books were the perfect product to sell via the Internet. That year he left New York to establish his new company in Seattle, chosen for its proximity to major book wholesalers and the booming high-tech industry. In July 1995 Amazon.com launched its Web site, and has since expanded to offer many other retail products in addition to books

Answer is C







How did you score?

		Are you CEO material or not? 

		Shows if you would make entrepreneurial decisions that where made in the past. 
















Comparative Economic Systems















Economic Systems

		Throughout time, there have been three basic economic systems that societies have used.

		These systems have evolved and there are positive and negative benefits in using any of them as single entities.

		These systems answer the three basic economic questions and attain certain economic and socioeconomic goals.















Traditional Economies

		These economies are based on cultural, social or religious norms.

		Goods and services are distributed the way they are because that is the way it has always been done.

		This type of economic system typically occurred in an earlier age and in primarily non-industrialized societies.

		Continuity and stability are valued in economic life.















Command or Centrally Planned Economies 

		All or most of the economic decisions are made by an individual, group or government.

		Many times this type of system is meant to build surpluses but often can mean forced labor and quotas.

		They focus on heavy industry such as steel, oil and machinery rather than consumer goods.

		The former Soviet Union is an example of this system. 















Market Economies

		Individuals and companies have private property rights, they own their own productive resources and make all major decisions.

		Market prices from these decisions act as signals to producers and consumers.

		Goods and services are allocated on the basis of price. 

		Individuals and companies have the right to voluntarily trade or sell their property to others.

		This type of economy functions best when everyone is allowed to pursue their self-interest.















Market Economies Continued

		Individuals, competition and self-interest drive this system.

		Adam Smith is considered to be the “father” of this system.

		AKA-Capitalism

		There is little to no government intervention or control in this system.

		Inequality exists in market economies.

		Hong Kong and the United States during the Industrialized Revolution are good examples of mostly pure market economic systems.  















Mixed/Transitional/Emerging Economies

		Today’s economies cannot be classified according to yesterday’s definitions.

		Mixed economies today represent a constantly changing continuum as national governments adapt to an increasingly interdependent global economy.

		Governmental roles, systems, and economic goals are in transition as societies adjust to worldwide demands.















		TRADITIONAL		COMMAND/
CENTRALLY DIRECTED		MARKET		MIXED

		WHAT WILL WE PRODUCE?

		HOW WILL WE PRODUCE IT?

		FOR WHOM WILL WE PRODUCE IT?





































		TRADITIONAL		COMMAND/
CENTRALLY DIRECTED		MARKET		MIXED

		GROWTH

		EFFICIENCY

		FULL EMPLOYMENT

		PRICE STABILITY

		PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT

		ECONOMIC SECURITY

		ECONOMIC EQUITY

		ECONOMIC
FREEDOM
















































The One-Pager 

A one-pager is a single-paper response to a reading, quote, or overall concept.  It is a way of making your own pattern of your unique understanding of a concept.  It is a way to be creative and experimental.  It is a way to respond imaginatively and honestly.  It is a way to be brief and compressed in a world drowning in paper.  A one-pager is a valuable way to own what you are reading and understanding.  We learn best when we can create our own patterns.


In this case, your one-pager will be about the concept of Economic Reasoning.


Directions:


· Use unlined white paper.


· Pull out a quotation or two that best defines the concept of Economic Reasoning and write or print them on the paper.  Use them as a springboard to explore your own ideas.  For example, if you were making a web on your page this quote would be the center of your web.


· Next, use visual images.  These images may be drawn, printed or cut out from magazines.  Branch your images from the central quote(s) or simply spread them out around the quote(s).


· Your images should show dominant impressions, feelings, or thoughts regarding what you have learned about the concept of Economic Reasoning.  


· Make a personal statement about what you learned about economics on the back of your paper.  This statement should be a minimum of 2 paragraphs.


· Create the one-pager in such a way that your audience will understand something about your thinking around what you have read or learned about Economic Reasoning.


· Feel free to use colored pens, pencils, crayons, markers or any computer technology.  The more visually appealing, the more your peers can learn from your pattern.


Due Date:



Broad social goals


Groups of 5 with a current newspaper or magazine

· Read term, definition, & example out loud to each other;  try to find another example of each in the newspaper or magazine

· Discuss and as a group prioritize the terms: most to least important


· Report-explain why you prioritized them in that particular way


· As you prioritized, your group made choices. But you choices required you to make trade-offs-when you chose something, you had to give up something else—explain what trade-offs your group made


Efficiency

Definition: Making sure resources go to the most valuable use.


Example: Instead of allowing a piece of land to become a trashy vacant lot, make it into a park. 

Equity


Definition: Fairness.


Example: Making sure laws and public policies are reasonable and treat everyone fairly. The 


Freedom


Definition: The ability to make decisions for yourself with few restrictions.


Example: In the US we have the freedom to choose what career we want when we get older, we also have the freedom to decide how to spend most of our income.

Growth


Definition: Trying to make our economy stronger.

Example: In some nations entrepreneurs are encouraged to start up new businesses, which makes the economy stronger, while in other nations it is very difficult to start a new business.


Security


Definition: Protecting people from financial risk.


Example: The US government provided relief to victims of Hurricane Katrina through money, food, water, and housing.


Stability


Definition: Maintaining a steady economy without severe peaks or valleys.


Example: If the economy is unstable it may experience rapid periods of growth or it may crash. The economy was unstable prior to the Great Depression.



SUPPLY AND DEMAND

What forces determine prices in the marketplace?


Demand- The consumer’s side of the market, the ability and willingness to pay for a good or service.



Price







Price

Demand










Price

Demand






Quantity Demanded


· What is a demand schedule?


· What is the quantity demanded?


· What determines demand?

1. Substitutes-


2. Complements-


3. Tastes and Preferences-


4. Income-


5. Population Size-


Supply- The seller’s or producer’s side of the market, the ability and willingness to produce and sell a good or service.



Price 







Price

Supply










Price

Supply






Quantity Supplied


· What is a supply schedule?


· What is the quantity supplied?


· What determines supply?

1. Prices of Resources-

2. Technology-


3. Short Run-


4. Long Run-


5. Government Action-


6. Natural Effects-


Why do Prices Change?


Equilibrium or Market Clearing Price- The price at which there are no surpluses or shortages.



Price 



Quantity Demanded or Supplied

Surplus





Price Floor



Price






Price 





Quantity Demanded or Supplied


Quantity Demanded or Supplied


Shortage





Price Ceiling



Price





Price 




Quantity Demanded or Supplied



Quantity Demanded or Supplied



Price Controls


Fill in the blanks in question 1 and 2 with the correct words.


1. A price ceiling is a legislated price _______ which legal trades cannot be made.


2. A price floor is a legislated price _______ which legal trades cannot be made.


Rent control is a price ceiling.  It is an effort by local government to help the poor by making housing more affordable.  The following graph shows apartment rents in a local housing market.


Use the graph to answer questions 3 and 4.

3. The equilibrium price of apartments in this market is _______


4. The equilibrium quantity of apartments in this market is _______units.


Now suppose this local government imposes rent controls that require apartments be rented for no more than $600.


Questions 5-8 are based on the graph provided, which shows a price ceiling.  Write your answers in the blanks provided.


5. At a rent of $600, __________apartments are demanded and ___________apartments are supplied.


6. The local government intended to help the poor by controlling the price of housing but, instead, has created a __________ of __________apartments.


7. What happens to many people as a result of rent control? ___________________


8. How could the local government achieve its goal of helping the poor without using rent control? __________________________________________________


A minimum wage is a price floor.  It is an effort by the state or federal government to ensure that workers receive a fair wage for their labor.  The following graph shows the wages in a labor market.


Use the graph to answer questions 9 and 10.


9. The equilibrium price of labor in this market is __________.


10. The equilibrium quantity of labor in this market is __________ workers.


Now, suppose that government imposes a minimum wage of $8 an hour- no worker can receive a wage of less than $8 an hour.  Questions 11-14 are based on the graph provided, which shows a price floor.  Write your answers in the blanks provided.


11. At a wage of $8 an hour, __________ workers are demanded and ___________ workers are supplied.


12. Government intended to help workers by setting a minimum wage but, instead, has created a __________ of __________ workers.


13. What happens to many workers as a result of the minimum wage? ____________.


14. How could government achieve its goal of helping workers without using a minimum wage? ____________________________________________________


15. If economists generally oppose price controls because of their negative unintended effects, why do you think politicians continue to use them?


_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


16. As a worker who likely would benefit from an increase in the minimum wage, how do you feel about proposals to raise the minimum wage?


_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


In August of 2005, Hawaii passed a law to control the price of gasoline.  The law was meant to protect people from suspected price gouging by controlling the maximum price wholesalers could charge for gasoline.


Write your answers to questions 17-19 in the blanks provided below.


17.   The Hawaiian law is a _____________.


18.   Hawaii will likely experience a ____________ of gasoline as a result of the law.


19.   If a legislator in Hawaii asked your opinion about the gasoline price control, what would you say?


_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  










The Current State of the Economy


Directions:  You will be working in groups of three to four on this assignment.  After extensive research, you will be presenting the current state of the economy and offering solutions to improve upon it.  The list of questions below must be answered in your presentation. Your presentation must be in PowerPoint format.  


1. What is a recession?  

2. Are we currently in a recession?  Why or why not?


3. Are we headed for a recession?


4. How does the current housing crisis fit into the recession equation?


5. What are the pros and cons to a recession?


6. What can we learn from the past to help our economy?


7. How is globalization a factor in determining what happens in our own economy as well as in other parts of the world?


8. If you were Ben Bernanke or Congress what would you recommend to improve our current economic situation?


In addition, please consider the following recommendation… that means you should do these things!

· I would recommend you use charts, graphs and other forms of data to support your findings.


· Cite information from specific articles, websites in your presentation.

· Be creative.  Do not just recite the questions above in your presentation.


I will be grading you on the following criteria:


· Content-all questions must be thoroughly answered.

· Accuracy of your information.

· Creativity.

· Use of data to support your findings/solutions.

· Proper citation, grammar and spelling, etc.

· Presentation-all members must participate and understand what you are talking about!

· All members should be prepared to answer any questions asked by myself or the class.


ECONOMIC VOCABULARY


1. Adam Smith- Scottish philosopher considered to be the Father of Economics.

2. Capital-Man made resources used to produce goods & services.


3. Capitalism- Also referred to as the free enterprise system.  An economic system where the production, distribution and exchange of wealth is made and maintained by private corporations or individuals.


4. Command Economy-An economic system where the production, distribution and exchange of wealth is made and maintained by central planners.


5. Choice- When something is preferred over something else.

6. Circular Flow Model of the Economy- A figure that describes the flow of resources, products, income & revenue among decision makers.  


7. Comparative Advantage- The ability to produce a good at lower cost, relative to other goods, compared to another country.

8. Competition- The act of competing against someone or some group.

9. Consumer- Also referred to as a buyer.

10. Currency- A unit of exchange facilitating the transfer of goods and services.

11. Demand- A relation showing the quantities of a good that consumers are willing and able to buy at various prices per period other things constant.

12. Division of Labor- Sorting the production process into separate tasks to be carried out by separate workers.


13. Economic Growth- An increase in the nation's capacity to produce goods and services.

14. Efficiency- The production of a desired effect or result with the minimum waste of time, effort, or skill.

15. Entrepreneurship- Willingness to take the risks involved in starting and managing a business.

16. Equilibrium Price- The price at which the quantity demanded of a good or service is equal to the quantity supplied.

17. Factors of Production- Land (or natural resources), labor, capital goods, sometimes entrepreneurship, used in the production of goods and services.

18. Federal Reserve System- The central banking system of the US comprising 12 Federal Reserve Banks controlling 12 districts under the Federal Reserve Board.

19. Goods- An item you can see, feel and touch that requires scarce resources and satisfies human wants.

20. Incentive- Something that motivates behavior; can be positive or negative

21. Income- Money or its equivalent received in exchange for labor, for services, from the sale of goods or property, or as earnings on investments.

22. Inflation- An increase in the general price level of goods and services.

23. Interdependence- A condition in which the actions of one state impact upon others.

24. Interest- An amount paid a lender for the use of funds.

25. Land- Also referred to as natural resources; “gifts of nature” used to produce goods and services to satisfy human wants

26. Labor- Human effort that is used for the production of goods and services.

27. Marginal-  Additional or incremental change in an economic variable

28. Market- An arrangement where buyers and sellers conduct transactions, either directly or via intermediaries. 


29. Market System- An economic system that allows buyers and sellers to discover information and carry out a voluntary exchange of goods or services.

30. Medium of Exchange- Something accepted by people as having a certain value that is used to exchange or trade.

31. Monetary Policy- The attempt by the Fed to establish a balance in the national income and growth in the economy by controlling the size of the money supply.

32. Money- Any good or token that functions as a medium of exchange that is socially and legally accepted in payment for goods and services and in settlement of debts. 

33. National Debt- The total amount the federal government has borrowed -- not just in one year, but the total for all the years it has been in existence.

34. Opportunity Cost- The second highest valued option that is given up when a choice is made.

35. Price- A numerical monetary value paid for a good, service or asset.

36. Producer- Also referred to as the seller. 

37. Production- The act of creating goods and services by combining economic resources.

38. Productivity- The measurement of physical output for each hour worked.

39. Profit- Gross income less expenses.

40. Progressive Tax- A tax for which the amount of an individual’s taxes rises as a proportion of income as the person’s income increases.

41. Property Rights- The exclusive authority to determine how a resource is used, a right of ownership of a property.

42. Proportional Tax/Flat Tax- A tax where a person is taxed at the same percentage regardless of the level of income.

43. Public Choice Theory- The use of modern economic tools to study problems of constitutional democracy.

44. Public Goods- Goods and services are supplied by the government because it is not sufficiently profitable for the private sector to do so.

45. Rationing Systems- Any system of allocating scarce resources, applied particularly to systems other than the price system.

46. Regressive Tax- A tax for which the amount of an individual’s taxes falls as a proportion of income as the person’s income increases.

47. Resources- Factors of production that are used in the production of goods and services. Types of resources are natural, human, capital, and entrepreneurship.

48. Scarcity- A condition that occurs because people’s wants and needs are unlimited, while the resources to produce goods and services to meet those wants and needs are limited.

49. Self-Interest-  The idea that a rational decision maker will make a decision base on what is best for himself; not necessarily to the exclusion of others.

50. Service- A non-tangible item that requires resources and satisfies human wants.


51. Shortage- A situation in which demand exceeds supply at the current price.

52. Specialization- In labor, the practice of using individuals highly trained to do one specific job to increase productivity. 

53. Standard of Value- A standard of value to which other similar things are compared.

54. Store of Value- Something that can be accepted as payment in the present and exchanged for items of value in the future.

55. Supply- A relation showing the quantity of goods or services a producer is willing and able to sell at any given price.

56. Surplus- A term used when the quantity of a good supplied exceeds the quantity demanded at the existing price.

57. Tax- A charge levied by a governmental system on income, consumption, wealth, or other basis.

58. Trade- The voluntary exchange of goods, services, or both.

59. Trade-Off- A situation which occurs when choices or decisions involve giving up (trading off) some of one thing to get more of something else.

60. Traditional System- An economy in which jobs, production, and the distribution of production is based on ritual, custom, or habit.

61. Unemployment- Number of people who are not in work, but who are available for and actively seeking work.

62. Wages- A compensation for which workers receive in exchange for their labor.

63. Wealth- The value of assets owned minus the value of liabilities owed.




Supply and Demand 

		How they work together
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Market Analysis

		What happens to the following markets if…

		due to strong world economic growth, 

		China and other countries desire more automobiles?



		Automobile market

		Gasoline market









Market for Automobiles
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Market for Gasoline
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Market Analysis

		What happens to the following markets if…

		due to a deep freeze, much of the coffee crop is destroyed? 



		Coffee market

		Tea market









Frost Damages Coffee Crop
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What Causes a Change in “Demand”?

		Income increases/decreases 

		Tastes and preferences for good change

		season of year

		health

		advertising

		Price of substitute good changes

		e.g., beef and chicken; Coke and Sprite

		Price of complementary good changes

		e.g., gas and car; DVD player and DVD

		Consumer expectations of future price

		Population in the market changes









What Causes a Change in “Supply”?

		Change in price of factors of production

		Wages drop

		Raw materials prices fall

		Technological change (e.g., robotics)

		Price of substitute product in production changes

		e.g., corn farmer anticipates price of corn falling, therefore, shifts to wheat production 

		Number of firms changes

		e.g., high profits results in entry of new firms over time

		Taxes or government regulations change

		e.g., a per-unit tax on cigarettes decreases







		









Sources of Market Failure

		Government Interference

		Price ceilings

		Price floors 



		Monopoly power 



		Externalities

		Decision-maker does not:

		confront the full cost

		receive the full benefit















Government Price Controls

		Price Ceilings  result in a shortage

		Rent controls 

		Interest rate ceilings -- mortgages, credit cards 



		Price Floors   result in a surplus

		agricultural price supports

		minimum wage














Reasons for Changes in Demand - KEY


Part I


Read the following seven newspaper headlines. In each case, decide if the event will cause a change in the market demand for beef.  If so, determine if it is an increase or a decrease, and write the correct answer.  For example, if you think headline 1 means there will be a decrease in demand, write “decrease” in the first blank.  For headline 2, if you think demand will increase, write “increase”.  If the event causes no change in demand, write “no change”.


1. BEEF PRICES RISE


Demand ____NO_________


2. MILLIONS OF IMMIGRANTS SWELL U.S. POPULATION


Demand _____Increase________

3. PORK PRICES DROP


Demand _____Decrease________

4. THE SURGEON GENERAL WARNS THAT EATING BEEF CAN BE HAZERDOUS TO HEALTH


Demand _____Decrease________

5. TAKE HOME PAY FOR AMERICANS DROPS 3RD MONTH IN A ROW


Demand ____Decrease_________

6. NATIONWIDE FAD: THE RAP-BURGER


Demand ____Increase_________

7. HIGHER PRICE FOR CHARCOAL THREATENS MEMEORIAL DAY COOKOUTS


Demand ____Decrease_________

Part II


Put each change in demand for Part I into one of the following categories, based on the reason for change.  Write the number of the headline(s) next to the appropriate reason for the change in demand.  Some categories may have more than one headline number, and any event that did not change demand should not be listed with any of the determinants.


__4,_6__A change in consumer tastes


_1,_5,7__A change in consumer incomes


_2, 6___A change in the number of consumers in the market


__3___A change in the price of a substitute good


__7___A change in the price of a complementary good


Reasons for Changes in Supply


Part I


Read the following eight newspaper headlines. In each case, decide if the event will cause a change in the market supply of cars.  If so, determine if it is an increase or a decrease, and write the correct answer.  For example, if you think headline 1 means there will be a decrease in supply, write “decrease” in the first blank.  For headline 2, if you think supply will increase, write “increase”.  If the event causes no change in supply, write “no change”.


1. AUTO WORKERS AGREE TO WAGE AND FRINGE CUTS


Supply _____Increase__________


2. NEW ROBOT TECHNOLOGY ICNREASES EFFICIENCY IN DETROIT FACTORIES


Supply ____Increase___________


3. NATIONWIDE AUTO STRIKE BEGAN AT MIDNIGHT


Supply ___Decrease____________


4. QUOTAS ELIMINATED: FOREIGN CAR IMPORTS RISE


Supply _____Increase__________


5. STEEL PRICES RISE 10%


Supply ___Decrease____________


6. LARGE AUTO PRODUCERS GOES BANKRUPT, CLOSES FACTORIES


Supply ___Decrease____________


7. BUYERS REJECT NEW CAR MODELS: SELLERS LOWER PRICES


Supply ___No Change____________


8. SHORTAGES ABOUND IN CONSUMER ELECTRONICS-CONSUMERS CAN’T BUY ENOUGH NEW GAMES AND GADGETS


Supply ____Decrease___________


Part II


Put each change in supply for Part I into one of the following categories, based on the reason for change.  Write the number of the headline(s) next to the appropriate reason for the change in supply.  Some categories may have more than one headline number, and any event that did not change supply should not be listed with any of the determinants.


_1, 2, 5, 7___A change in the cost of the factors of production


_2____A change in technology


_3, 4, 6 ____A change in the number of sellers in the market


_8____A change in profit opportunities from producing other products


“There Is No Such Thing As A Free Lunch”

1. Find a “free” advertisement.


2. What is the company’s name?


3. Phone number/email address/web site? Contact the company to find out the terms of the advertisement.


4. Explain the promotion in writing in your own words.


5. Explain why it is not “free.”  Address three economic reasoning points such as alternatives, trade-offs, scarcity, benefit/cost analysis, etc.


6. Type it up:


a. 12 pt. font


b. 1.5 space


c. 1 page


7. Attach the advertisement/web link if possible.



Land Use Site Selection Activity

(adapted from The Foundation for Teaching Economics)


Living with relative scarcity is difficult.  Decisions must be made that carry both relative costs and relative benefits.  Locating a new school in a community is a major decision.  You have been given the responsibility of locating a new elementary school within your community and must decide the following:  1) what is important  2) the values your community holds and   3) the costs and benefits of an appropriate site.


Each person will be given a role to play.  During the discussion it is imperative that each person is heard.  (Keep in mind that the roles are meant to exaggerate real points of view!)

The school must be placed on the given map.  Once you have determined the exact location of the school, be prepared to explain the reasons that exact location was chosen.  Your group will turn in a written proposal which will include:



1)  the reasons that exact site was chosen



2)  the costs and benefits of your choice



3)  the most difficult trade-off your group had to make



4)  discuss the values your group saw as the most important & why



5)  discuss the process your group used to come to a consensus


Read the attached information and begin—GOOD LUCK!!


Objectives:


· scarcity forces choices and every choice results in costs & benefits


· resource management decisions are made by people acting alone or in groups


· changes in rules & laws alter incentives & decisions


· comparing decisions made with altered incentives assists in identifying the relative costs & benefits of the rules & laws

· people value things differently


Instructions for the School Site Committee

· You are to decide on an appropriate site for a new elementary school.

· Our town currently has a very small revenue base and new industry is encouraged.

· Mr. Gotrocks owns Paisley Industries, a 400 employee manufacturer of Paisley Clothes.  Paisley is currently located in New York, but Gotrocks hates the cold, as do many of his employees.  Mr. Gotrocks’ parents also live in our town.

· Mr. Gotrocks decided to move Paisley Industries to our town.  Three hundred of his loyal employees & their families have chosen to move with Paisley.  This will create approximately 100 new jobs in our town.

· Most of the employees are paid average wages and many have young children.

· The nearest elementary school is 30 miles away and it is close to capacity.  Local parents have been complaining about the long bus ride and its effect on the children, especially the younger ones.


· When Addison Builder heard about the Paisley move, she purchased a large track of land on which to build a new subdivision.  In lieu of paying the impact fee for the school, the School Board agreed to accept Ms. Builder’s donation of a track of land.


· Paisley will complete construction of their new facility in 18 months and will move in immediately after construction.  Ms. Builder will have the subdivision completed by that time as well.  She has already put in the infrastructure and has begun construction of the homes closet to the land donated for the school site.


· The average construction time for a new school is 14 months.  The school district has 5.5 million dollars to build the school, which is a copy of a prototype school.  The prototype school cost exactly $5.5M to build, too; therefore, there is no money in the budget for unexpected contingencies.  Your district combines capital and operational funds.

· The teachers in the district, who are already underpaid, are only budgeted for a 3% raise district-wide this year which is approximately $500,000.

· The new school will have a population that includes 15% Native Americans. 


· The Town Council promised Mr. Gotrocks that if he moved to our town, the town would ensure that there would be adequate housing and that his employees’ children would go to school in our town. Mr. Gotrocks is threatening to move his factory to another town if the school is not ready when his employees arrive. 

· You have been given a footprint of the prototype school. You are to place it on the donated site in the most appropriate place. The entire circle most fit on the site, not just the square and small circles. For example, if any part of the large circle touches the trees, those trees must be removed.

· Within your committee, you are to choose a person to present to the entire class your preferred site location & the reasoning behind your decision. 

LAND USE SITE SELECTION SIMULATION 

DESCRIPTION OF CURRRENT LAND USE / REGULATIONS


I.  WETLANDS


Sometimes known as swamps or marshes, the value is their use as a spawning ground for fish and shellfish, the storage of rainwater, filtering of the water for cleaning, control for flooding and erosion, and nesting areas for 50% of Florida’s endangered species. It is estimated that Florida has lost 56% (12 million acres) of wetlands. If you construct in a wetland, in most states you well be required to replace that wetland loss by either preserving another wetland or by restoring a damaged wetland. The federal government also regulates many wetlands, and Corps of Engineers permits are required. One trade-off that is often overlooked by the environmental agencies is the damage to very valuable upland habitats caused by the efforts to avoid mediocre wetlands. The current delay for wetland permitting is nine to twelve months, and mitigation cost to replace wetland in Florida range from the purchase of ten for each wetland acre damaged up to 100 acres for each acre damaged. (The amount is totally at the discretion of the regulatory agency.)

II. EAGLES NEST


There is evidence that the use of the pesticide DDT affected the reproduction cycle of Bald Eagles. Since the elimination of DDT and the inception of the eagles’ protection program, the Bald Eagle population has increased. Today there is estimated to be over 500 nests in Florida and some Bald Eagle pairs are released into other states. (There are approximately only 120 other active nests in the Southeastern United States.) The “guidance” for building near a nest is 1,500 feet, although that is not an absolute bar to construction. This is marked on the land use map. You are strictly prohibited from building during the six-months nesting season. 


III. HAZARDOUS WASTE DISPOSAL SITE 

Under federal law, the owner or operator of the site is responsible for removing the hazardous waste and restoring the site to its original condition. The average “Superfund” site costs $20 million to restore. The delay for clean up could be up to 10 years. In this case, we do not know who caused the dumping, so the school district, as owner, would be held responsible. 


IV. NATIVE AMERICANS BURIAL GROUND


This is a very sensitive issue with the Native American population at the school, and it is the opinion of the Native American community that any alteration of the burial grounds should be prohibited. 

V.  GOPHER TORTOISE HABITAT


There are so many gopher tortoises in Florida that they used to be called “Hoover Chickens”. (They were eaten during the lean years under the Hoover administration.) Gopher tortoises are protected species because they burrow under the ground, and their burrows house over 100 endangered species. It is permissible to relocate the gopher tortoises; however, one must either wait for 30 days to try to trap the gopher tortoise and find new land on which to place them, or dig them out. There are approximately 200 gopher tortoises on this location. The cost for digging out one gopher tortoise recently was $5,000. In addition, one must have land on which to relocate the gopher tortoises, and the government is in the process of proposing new regulations to prevent the relocation because the tortoises are showing up with an AIDS-like illness to their immune system.


Additionally, the developer could destroy Gopher Tortoises at the rate of $5,000 each with payment then made to the Gopher Tortoise Preservation Fund. 


VI. 200 YEAR OLD HAMMOCK, INCLUDING THE STATE’S OLDEST OAK TREE 

(Marked with an X on the map)


Cutting down 200-year old trees is unacceptable to many people. This location is the pride of the state and is used as a town meeting area.  

VII. SCRUB HABITAT FOR ENDANGERED SPECIES


There are very few scrub habitats remaining in Florida. They are important because they are home to a number of endangered species such as the Scrub Jay.  By federal law development is strictly prohibited in this type of area. 


VIII. POTENTIAL ACCESS OVER HIGHWAYS


The cost to build an overpass or an underpass under the highway is between $2,500,000 and $5,000,000. This is a major highway through the state, and the state has refused to request to build the overpass or underpass. It would have to be funded through the school. Also, there are no stoplights allowed. 


IX. ADULT NIGHT CLUB

The county has an ordinance that prohibits a school form being located within 500 feet of the adult nightclub. At this time we do not know whether the nightclub would have to move or the school would be prohibited from building in this location. (Note: In Florida because of eminent domain the nightclub would have to move.) The estimated $30,000- $40,000 cost to the school board would be the litigation cost to close down the nightclub and this would also cause delay in construction.


ROLE:  70 year old person

PERSPECTIVE:  “My great grandmother and great grandfather met in this town.  Their initials are carved in that old oak tree.  If you think for one minute that you are going to tear down all those trees, you are wrong!  My friends at the Native Plant Society have started a petition drive and will be picketing your houses!”


ROLE: Young parent with three young children


PERSPECTIVE:  I cannot believe that someone would put a tree or a stupid turtle before the education of our children!  We need this school and we need it NOW!  My little Becky is so tired by the time she gets home from school she can hardly stay awake for dinner.  The bus ride is simply too long!  What happens when one of my children gets sick?  It takes a long time to get to school to pick them up!  Our current school will not hold all these new children anyway.  Class sizes are too big as it is with classrooms that are too small! (sobbing) WE NEED THIS SCHOOL!


ROLE:  City Councilman with a conservative background


PERSPECTIVE:  Schools are evil!  They teach too much of a liberal view!  Children should be home schooled!  Reading and writing are the only things students should be doing in class.  That is what is wrong with our whole society—schools, MTV Hollywood and broken families.


ROLE:  Teacher


PERSPECTIVE:  We really need this school!  Class sizes are too big now and it makes it difficult to do my job!  The little ones cannot handle the long bus ride!  If you think the money to build a bridge will magically appear you are wrong!  The current school budget is stretched as it is!  We’ve worked hard to raise test scores and deserve any extra money for a raise!

ROLE:  Mayor’s Aide


PERSPECTIVE:  The mayor couldn’t be here tonight.  She wanted me to come and express her sincere thanks to Paisley Industries for coming to our town!  She also appreciates the efforts of Ms. Builder to supply housing for the new workers.  The mayor is sure that you will make the right decision for our town.


ROLE:  Native American


PERSPECTIVE:  I am Chief Lounging Wolf.  We were here before many of you!  Some of the students who will attend the new school are Native Americans and we must show them respect and that you value their heritage.  We must NOT disturb the Indian Burial Ground, it is sacred to our people.


ROLE:  Radical Environmentalist


PERSPECTIVE:  I don’t see why we need another ugly building in this town!  The natural habitats are valuable and irreplaceable!  The real problem is over-population and we should not allow this business to come in and demand that we build them a school!  We don’t need it!  Do not disturb any of the natural habitats in this area!


Land Use Key


1) Wetlands


2) Eagles Nest


3) Hazardous Waste Disposal


4) Indian Burial Ground


5) Gopher Tortoise Habitat


6) 200 Year Old Hammock


7) Scrub Habitat for Endangered Species


8) Potential Access over the Highway


9) Adult Night Club


10)New housing development


Arrow is highway access
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ECONOMIC MYSTERIES 


Economics is not a dry, dusty academic subject that we torture students with.  Economics is exciting and it affects every aspect of your life as well as those around you.  It can be a very mysterious subject and more often than not there is not one solid answer.  In fact, you will find many economists answer questions with the response, “it depends”.  With your group, complete the following assignment.  Put your answers on one sheet of paper.  


Part One:


Your job is to look at the following scenarios and using your Economic Reasoning notes solve some of the economic mysteries of today.  Be sure to use economic vocabulary in your answer to receive full credit.


1. Why is airline food so bad?


2. Why do the keypad buttons on drive-up automatic teller machines have Braille dots?


3. Why do brides spend so much money on wedding dresses while grooms often rent cheap tuxedos, even though tuxedos could be worn on other occasions and wedding dresses are worn only once?


4. Why do top female models earn so much more than top male models?


5. Why do many people buy larger houses when they retire and their own children leave home?


Part Two:


Come up with 3 additional economic mysteries and do the following.


· Describe the mystery. 


· Focus on economic principles in trying to explain the mystery and its answer.  Use your Economic Reasoning notes as your main resource.  



Economic Growth, Money, Prices and Employment


1.  Economic Growth-


2.  GDP-


GDP = C + I + G + (X-M)



C-



I-



G-



(X-M)-


The US GDP Numbers-


Per Capita GDP-


3.  Recession-


4.  Fiscal Policy-


5.  Monetary Policy-


What is Money?


What is Inflation?


The Federal Reserve-


Federal Reserve Chairman-


Three Tools of the “Fed”-


1.  


2.

3.  


6.  CPI-


7.  Unemployment-


What Does the Government Do to Reduce Unemployment?


Full Employment = 





Production, Costs and Advantage
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How an Economy Works…



*











How an Economy Works…The Circular Flow Diagram







Questions to Consider…

What economic activities flow from businesses to households?

What economic activities flow from households to businesses?

What economic activities flow from government to households?

What economic activities flow from households to government?

What economic activities flow from government to businesses?

What economic activities flow from businesses to government?







More Questions…

		For statements 1-9 identify the part of the circular flow diagram in which the economic activity listed occurs.



Mycah attends a public school.

Travis buys a new car.

Mikayla works 20 hrs. a week at Burger Barn.

Trish does research at a large corporation.

Microsoft relies on the Justice Department to enforce copyright laws.

Dianne drives on County Road 1 to get to work.

Bruce leases his commercial building to Widgets, Inc.

Dawn buys a computer from her local office supply store.

Vanh buys a lawn mower from Home Depot.







Just a Few More Questions…

		If a recession causes households to reduce spending, how might businesses be affected?

		If government raises taxes on business, how might households be affected?

		If government cuts taxes on households, how might businesses be affected?









What Costs are Involved?



		Explicit Costs- Out-of-pocket expenses





		Implicit Costs- The value of resources that could be used elsewhere





*













For each of the following situations, list at least two explicit costs and two implicit costs.  Place them in the correct column.





You decide to go to college

You take a job after school.

A stay-at-home mom returns to work.

Family members in their parents’ restaurant.

Child’s (employee) viewpoint

Parent’s (employer) viewpoint

Explicit			Implicit



*











Costs Continued

		Pick one of the situations in the above question, and explain why the decision maker must have decided that the benefits he or she received, equaled or fell short of the opportunity cost to engage in the activity. 





*











Absolute Advantage

		When a particular individual or country can produce more of a specific commodity than another individual or country using the same amount of resources





*











Comparative Advantage

		When a particular country or individual can produce a specific commodity at a lower opportunity cost than another country or individual





*











Production Possibility Frontier (PPF)

		A production



	possibilities frontier shows all possible combinations of two goods that an economy can produce in a certain period of time.







Production Possibility Frontier (PPF)

		The PPF represents what an economy can produce when it is using all its resources efficiently.  As long as the economy is producing at a point on its PPF, it is producing at an efficient level and using all its resources.













*











Production Possibility Frontier (PPF)

		As indicated on the chart, points A, B and C represent the points at which production of Good A and Good B is most efficient. 

		Point X demonstrates the point at which resources are not being used efficiently in the production of both goods.

		Point Y demonstrates an output that is not attainable with the given inputs.   

		Among others, factors such as labor, capital and technology will affect where the production possibility frontier lies..





*












Name:____________________________        Date:__________________


Enrichment Activity- Comparative & Absolute Advantages


		Product

		Country A

		Country B



		One DVD player

		3 hours of labor

		16 hours of labor



		One TV

		6 hours of labor

		8 hours of labor



		Total to make one of each

		9 hours of labor 

		24 hours of labor





Suppose that country A and country B both makes DVD players and TV’s. The table above lists the production cost in terms of hours of labor for each product. Answer the following questions based upon the information provided in the table above.


1. Which country has absolute advantage in producing TV’s? Explain why?


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


2. Which country has the absolute advantage in producing DVD’s? Explain why?


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


3. How many TV’s is country A giving up by producing one DVD player? _________. How many DVD players is country A giving up by producing one TV?________.


The cost of what country A gives up to make a TV or a DVD player can also be called opportunity cost.

4. What is country B’s opportunity cost for producing one DVD player? ___________. What is country B’s opportunity cost for producing one TV?___________.


5. Which country has the comparative advantage in producing DVD players? Explain why. 


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


6. Which country has the comparative advantage in producing TV’s? Explain why.


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


7. Looking at these two countries, explain why one country can have an absolute advantage in producing something but not have comparative advantage.


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


8. How could County A and Country B save time by specializing in the production of one item and then trading to obtain the other? How much extra time would each country have as a result?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


9. Could each nation use the extra time to produce another item?


________________________________________________________________________




Marginal Cost and Benefit

Diminishing Marginal Utility

Diminishing Marginal Productivity 







Marginal

		Additional

		When do we make a marginal decision?





		A rational decision maker will change the status quo as long as the expected marginal benefit from the change exceeds the marginal cost.



Another dessert

Cleaning your room

Another hour of studying for a test







Utility

		The satisfaction from consumption;  sense of well-being

		It serves as a measurement of consumer satisfaction









Cost vs Benefit

		A person’s willingness to bear cost is situation specific.



For example the marginal value of a glass of water is very low to those who can obtain it with the turn of the faucet;  its value is high to someone dying of thirst in a desert.

Notice the word “value” and remember that these are personal!







Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility

		The more of a good a person consumes per period, the smaller the increase in total utility from consuming one more unit, other things constant.



		What? 









In other words…

		One more of something does not provide the same satisfaction as the previous one did.



		The next “unit” is not as valued as the previous.





		*BOGO and 10 for 10!











Now let’s think like producers!  

The Law of Diminishing Marginal Productivity

		For example;



How does a restaurant owner know whether to hire another waiter or waitress?







The Strawberry Farmer’s Problem







A strawberry farmer plans to spray his fields to reduce mildew.

		Here is the information the farmer has:



Area:  the farmer has 100 acres planted in strawberries

Mildew kills strawberries;  aerial spraying reduces or eliminates mildew

The local crop duster makes 5 spraying passes per hire

Each hire costs $50.00









		How many hires should the farmer pay for?



		What other information might the farmer want to have to help him make his decision?











		With a partner, make a decision—what should the farmer do?  Why?











		Now, what if the price was $75.00 instead of $50.00 per hire?









Homework



		Apply the Law of Diminishing Returns/Productivity to three of the following situations:



Bombing during WWII

Face Lift procedures

Seat Belts

Proof-reading an essay

Pollution Clean-up







For each situation you choose:

		Identify:



Marginal benefits

Marginal costs

The point where MB=MC







Let’s do one together…







Insulation in the attic

		Marginal Benefit:  the savings on the heating bill for each additional unit of insulation installed.

		Marginal Cost:  the price per unit of insulation

		MB=MC:  at the point that the savings on the bill equals the price of the unit of insulation.  Beyond that, it is not worthwhile to install more insulation.












Scarcity, Choice and Cost

The Economic Trilogy









Economics

		The study of human beings producing, distributing and consuming goods and services in a world of scarce resources.  

		A science of choice.









What is the Goal of Economics?

		To make people better-off through the use of choices.





*











It is a Science-The Scientific Method

 



		Observe event under certain conditions.

		Devise a hypothesis.

		Test the hypothesis.

		Accept, revise, or reject the hypothesis.





 







The Tools of Economics

		Factual Tools-  Statistics, history and how institutions operate.





		Theoretical Tools- Economic concepts and ideas.  How are choices made?  What are the implications of those choices and for quality of life?  Are we making things better or worse?









Normative and Positive Statements



		Both are used in Economics, which is why there is sometimes so much disagreement in the field.





		Normative-  Opinion or Preference.





		Positive- 



	Fact based.







Scarcity- Part One of the Trilogy

		The need for the science of economics comes from scarcity.  We only have a limited number of resources to satisfy our unlimited wants for goods and services.  As a result, we need to economize on the use of those resources to get the greatest benefit out of them.  The limited resources for production relative to demand for goods and services.  

		Bottom Line…We can’t have everything we want!









So What is the Difference Between Something That is Scarce and Something That is Rare?

		Does not commonly exist.  Something that is rare is not always scarce but something that is scarce is also rare.  Point is, there has to be a demand for the rare item for it to be scarce.









To Ration or Not To Ration

		Allocation Methods



central authority

random

draw/lottery

equality

1st come 1st serve

fixed favoritism

price 







Choice-Part Two of the Trilogy

		Most situations involve making choices due to scarcity.

		Choices must be made as to which wants and needs to satisfy. 









Want vs. Need

		Want-  Something we feel would satisfy our needs but is not a necessity.





		Need-  Necessity.









Preference

		One’s 1st choice.









Alternatives

		The different options from which you can choose.









Trade-Off

		 Giving up something to get something. 

		All choices have consequences both positive and negative.









Cost-Part Three of the Trilogy

		To be obtained at a certain expenditure.

		All choices have costs.









People Choose.

		Most situations involve making choices.  People evaluate the costs and benefits of different alternatives and choose the alternative that seems best to them.  

		This is called Cost-Benefit Analysis.
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Economic Trilogy

   



Opportunity Cost

Scarcity

Choice







Benefit-Cost Analysis

		People evaluate the benefits and costs of their different alternatives and choose the alternative that seems best to them.

		Is it worth it?









Comparative Benefit-Cost Analysis

		Even if it is a good deal, is it the best deal?









Marginal Cost-Benefit Analysis

		You have used all your resources but now get some more.  Where should they go so that you get the greatest additional benefit for every additional resource you use?

		How much is too much?

		How much is not enough?









Sunk Costs

		Sunk costs are unrecoverable past expenditures. These should not normally be taken into account when determining whether to continue a project or abandon it, because they cannot be recovered either way. It is a common instinct to count them, however. 









Opportunity Cost

		A resource can only be allocated to one thing at a time.  The opportunity cost of deciding to do one thing is the next best alternative use of the resource.  The next best thing on the list.









Review

		Economics

		The Scientific Method

		Factual and Theoretical Tools

		Normative and Positive Statements

		Scarcity

		Rarity

		Allocation Methods

		Choice

		Want vs. Need

		Preference

		Alternatives

		Trade-Off

		Costs

		Benefit-Cost Analysis

		Comparative Benefit-Cost Analysis

		Marginal Benefit-Cost Analysis

		Sunk Costs

		Opportunity Cost












Economic Growth, Employment, Money and Prices
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What is Economic Growth?  Economic Growth is an Economic Goal!

		Economic Growth occurs when there is a sustained increase in real GDP.  Our current economic growth rate is 3.4%
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What is GDP?

		GDP = Gross Domestic Product

		The basic measure of a nation’s economic output and income.

		It is the total market value, measured in dollars, of all final goods and services produced in the economy in one year.
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How is GDP Calculated?

		Consumption (C): Spending by households on goods and services.  Includes spending on things such as cars, food, and visits to the dentist.  Makes up 2/3rds of GDP spending.

		Investment (I): Spending by businesses on machinery, factories, equipment, tools, and construction of new buildings.

		Government (G): Spending by all levels of government on goods and services.  Includes spending on the military, schools, and highways.

		Net Exports (X-M): Spending by people abroad on U.S. goods and services (exports, or X) minus spending by people in the U.S. on foreign goods and services (imports, or M).

		GDP = C + I + G + (X - M)
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The Calculations Continue…

		When C, I, or G increase…GDP increases.

		When C, I, or G decrease…GDP decreases.

		When exports (X) go up, GDP goes up because it means more is produced in the U.S.

		When imports (M) go up, GDP goes down because it means people in the U.S. are buying what is produced in other countries.

		When GDP increases, the economy experiences economic growth and unemployment goes down.

		When GDP decreases for two consecutive quarters, the economy is in a recession and unemployment goes up.
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What are the Current GDP Numbers?

		2006 est.- $12.98 trillion 

		Our government accounts for 20% of our GDP-recent phenomenon.

		GDP of the United States-Composition by Sector



Agriculture- 0.9%

Industry- 20.4%

Services- 78.6%
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What is Per Capita GDP?

		It measures the amount of GDP that is available for each person.



		Per Capita GDP in the US is approximately $43,500.
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What is a Recession?

		A period in time when the economy has a negative growth rate.  When GDP is decreasing.  If this occurs for longer than 6 months this is a recession.
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How Can the Economy be Influenced?

		Fiscal Policy





		Monetary Policy
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Fiscal Policy

		Employment Act of 1946.   The federal government committed itself to promote maximum employment at low rates of inflation.  

		Federal taxing and spending policies that are intended to help the economy work better.









Examples of Fiscal Policy

		 You own a business that sells automobile parts wholesale.  Your business employs 30 workers and is considering spending $2,000,000 to buy a new computer system that could keep track of inventory.  If you and your firm put in the system, you believe you could eliminate10 workers who each earn annually an average of $22,000 plus fringe benefits.  The useful life of the machine will be 10 years.  









Monetary Policy

		The supply of money in the economy (currency + balances in checking-type accounts).

		The supply of money in the economy is important for price stability and economic growth.









What is Money?

		A medium of exchange.

		It is a store of value.

		It is a measure of value

		So…What is a $10 bill worth?









What is Inflation?

		 When there is too much money in the economy relative to the supply of good and services = rising prices.









How is inflation calculated?

		M- supply of money in the economy

		V- velocity of money, or number of times a year that the average dollar is spent on final goods and services

		P- the overall price level in the economy, reflecting the average price at which all output is sold

		Q- the quantity of all goods and services produced; also known as real output 









MV=PQ 

		MV represents the total amount spent by buyers in the economy

		PQ represents the total amount received by sellers

		The 2 sides MUST be equal

		If there is a change in one variable, one of the other variables must change to keep MV equal to PQ









What if There is Too Little Money in the Economy?

		  If there is too little money in the economy relative to the supply of goods and services this can lead to deflation/falling prices, declining GDP and unemployment.

		 The Great Depression









The Federal Reserve

		 The “Fed” is the nation’s central bank and is responsible for controlling the money supply through monetary policy.









WWBBD?

		Ben Bernanke- Federal Reserve Chairman









The 3 Major Tools “The Fed” Uses to Control the Money Supply

		Open Market Operations-  The “Fed” buys and sells government securities on the open market.

		Changes in the Discount Rate- Encourages or discourages bank lending.

		Changes in the Reserve Requirement- Affects the amount of money banks have to lend.









Monetary Policy and Economic Reasoning

		 Banks earn profits in part by making loans and charging interest on loans.  The “Fed”, through monetary policy, provides incentives for banks to make more loans or fewer loans, and either will affect the money supply.

		The results of these actions do not show up in the short run, only the long run.









What is CPI?

		Consumer Price Index-  The CPI is used to measure price-level changes.  It can be used to compare the price-level in one year with price levels in earlier or later years.

		The CPI is the Consumer Price Index, a measurement of prices for a range of consumer products. It is calculated in urban areas and provides a fairly good look at how much inflation has occurred in the country. This type of index is widely used and similar in most ways to a cost of living index.
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What is CPI?

		The CPI's market basket is made up of over two-hundred categories in eight general groups: food and beverages, housing, apparel, transportation, medical care, recreation, education and communication, and other goods and services. 

		In addition to goods and services purchased through the consumer market, government-issued charges such as water fees, vehicle tolls, and registration fees are also included. 

		Each month, the Bureau of Labor Statistics conducts a survey of thousands of stores, rentals, doctors, and other service and goods providers. 

		They track the prices of the goods and services reported by a sample group as being their top expenditures and collate this data into the CPI. 









What Different Kinds of Unemployment Exist? 

AKA I Don’t Care Why You are Unemployed, I Only Care that You Know Why?

		Frictional- Those that quit a job voluntarily and will be taking another shortly, those who are seasonally unemployed or those entering the labor force for the first time.  This type of unemployment is usually of short duration. 
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What Different Kinds of Unemployment Exist? 

AKA I Don’t Care Why You are Unemployed, I Only Care that You Know Why?

		Structural- Workers who are unable to accept available jobs because they lack the needed skills.  This type of unemployment is usually of long duration. 









What Different Kinds of Unemployment Exist? 

AKA I Don’t Care Why You are Unemployed, I Only Care that You Know Why?

		Cyclical- When you lose your job because the business cycle is in a lull and the economy is weak.  These individuals expect to be rehired when the economy improves.









Government Policies/Programs To Reduce Unemployment

		Frictional Unemployment



Job Information

Employment Services



		Structural Unemployment



Educational Subsidies

Job Training/Retraining

Wage Subsidies/Employment Tax Credits

Equal Employment Opportunity Laws

Public Service Employment



		Cyclical Unemployment



Fiscal Policy

Monetary Policy

Public Service Employment

Wage Subsidies/Employment Tax Credits
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What is Considered to be Full Employment?

		4-6.4% Unemployment





*












Economic Reasoning


Microeconomics-


Macroeconomics-


What is Economics?-


What is the goal of Economics?-


Scarcity-


Alternatives-


Benefit-Cost Analysis-


The Law of Self-Interest-


“There’s No Such Thing as a Free Lunch”-


Opportunity Cost-


Trade-Offs-


Incentives-


Who Gains When People Trade?-

The Law of Demand-


The Law of Supply-

Your choices have consequences-





The Millionaire Activity







Rules to Activity

		We are going to go through 15 questions. 

		Answer true or false to them.

		Get +5 if correct, -5 if wrong.

		Can use millionaire card 5 total times—must use it before you answer -- +10 if correct; -10 if wrong.

		A total of 100 points is a perfect score.









True or False?

		1. Most millionaires are college graduates.









1. True

		Four out of five millionaires are college graduates. 18% have Master’s degrees, 8% law degrees, 6% medical degree, 6% Ph.D.s









True or False ?

		2. Most millionaires work fewer than 40 hours a week.



OR







2. False 

		About 2/3 or 67% of millionaires work 45 – 55 hours a week 









True or False ? 

		3. More than half of all millionaires never received money from a trust fund or estate.









3. True

		Only 19% of millionaires received any income or wealth of any kind from a trust fund or estate. Fewer than 10% of millionaires inherited 10% or more of their wealth.









True or False ?

		4. More millionaires have American Express Gold Cards than Sears cards 









4. False

		Only 28.6% of millionaires have American Express Gold Cards while 43% have Sears credit cards. Only 6.2 % of millionaires have an American Express Platinum Cards. 









True or False ?

		5. More millionaires drive Fords than Cadillacs.









5. True

		Ford is preferred by 9.4% and Cadillac by 8.8%. Lincoln comes in third at 7.8%. Only 23% of millionaires drive a current-year (new) car.









True or False ?

		6. Most millionaires work in glamorous jobs, such as sport, entertainment, or high tech 









6. False 

		A majority of millionaires are in ordinary industries and jobs. They are proficient in targeting marketing opportunities. 









True or False ?

		7. Most millionaires work for big Fortune 500 companies.









7. False

		About three out of four (75%) are self employed and consider themselves to be entrepreneurs. Most of the others are professionals, such as doctors, accountants, and lawyers. 









True or False ?

		8. Many poor people become millionaires by winning the lottery.









8. False

		Few people get rich the easy way. If you play the lottery, the chances of winning are about 1 in 12 million. 

		The average person who plays the lottery every day would have to live to be about 33,000 years to win once. 

		In contrast, you have a 1 in 1.9 million chance of being struck by lightning. In the Denver Metro Area your odds improve for being struck by lightning where the odds are 1 in 1.3 million. 

		A pregnant woman has a 1 chance in 750,000 births to have quadruplets. How many quadruplets do you know?









True or False ?

		9. College graduates earn about 65 percent more than a high school graduates earn.









9. True

		In recent years, the average college graduate earned 66% more than the average high school graduate did. People with professional degrees earned 150% more then a high school graduate did. 









True or False ?

		10. If an average 18 year old high school graduate spends as much as an average high school dropout until both are 67 years old, but the high school graduate invests the difference in his or her earnings at eight percent annual interest, the high school graduate would have $5,500,000. 









10. True 

		Of course, a normal person would spend some of the difference, but it is a dramatic illustration of how valuable a high school diploma is. The difference in earnings between a high school graduate and a high school dropout is $8,000 (now $10,000) at age 18. The illustration assumes the difference increases by 1.5% each year and that the difference is invested at 5% interest each year. 









True or False ?

		11. Day traders usually beat the stock market and many of them become millionaires 









11. False

		Recent studies show that 80% of day traders lose money.









True or False ?

		12. If you want to be a millionaire avoid the risky stock market.









12. False 

		Long term (starting in 1926 and including the Great Depression), the Standard & Poor’s 500 Stock Index has increased at about an 11% compound annual rate of return, exceeding the return on any other investment. Of course, there is risk. The stock market has down years, and there is no guarantee of an 11% return in the future, especially in the short run.









		In contrast, the long-term return on risk free U.S. government securities during the same period ranged from 5% to 6%. The actual return depended on the term of the bond. 





		Another way of looking at this is that $1.00 invested in the S&P 500 on January 1, 1926, was worth $1,828 on December 31, 1997. One dollar invested in long-term government bonds during the same period was worth $39 on December 31, 1997.









True or False ?

		13. At age 18, you decide to stop smoking and invest $1.50 a day. You invest this $1.50 a day at eight percent annual interest until you are 67. At age 67, your savings from not smoking are almost $300,000.









13. True 

		Because of the power of compound interest, small savings can make a big difference. It pays to resist temptation and live below your means. 









True or False ?

		14. If you save $2,000 a year from age 22 to age 65 at eight percent annual interest, your savings will be over $700,000 at age 65.









14. True 

		 Because of the power of compound interest, the earlier you begin saving, the better. Regular savings will make you a millionaire, even if your salary is modest. 









True or False ? 

		15. Single people are more often millionaires than married people. 









15. False

		Most millionaires are married and stay married. By contrast, divorce is a gateway to poverty. Financially speaking, divorce is something you want to avoid, particularly after you have children. It is important to choose a marriage partner carefully. 



The divorce rate in America for first marriage, vs second or third marriage

50% percent of first marriages, 67% of second and 74% of third marriages end in divorce, 




















What is the Economic Way of Thinking?
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Every Society is Based Off of Three Systems…

		Political

		Cultural and Moral

		Economical















What is Economics?

		Economics is the study of choice.  You don’t always get a definitive answer in economics.  It is all about you decide to look at it.  So…on the other hand…
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What Do Most Economists Say?

		“It Depends”

		WANTED: ONE ARMED ECONOMIST



   "Give me a one-armed economist!" demanded President Harry S. Truman. President Truman was the first president to appoint a council of economic advisers. Unlike some later presidents, he actually liked to listen to his policy advisers. However, he preferred a clear recommendation, not a long discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of a particular course of action. 

   He quickly grew tired of economists who gave a good recommendation, and then began, "On the other hand. . ." 













Macroeconomics

		Is the field of economics that studies the behavior of the economy as a whole and not just on specific companies, but entire industries and economies. 

		It is the large scale study of the economy.















Microeconomics

		Is the study of decisions that people and businesses make regarding the allocation of resources and prices of goods and services.

		The small scale study of the economy.















Economic Law #1 - The Law of Self Interest

		Given a choice, people will always make a choice that is best for them.

		People are rational.
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Economic Law #2 - “There’s No Such Thing as a Free Lunch”

		In a world of wants and needs and limited resources there is scarcity.  This is the key to understanding economics.

		Scarcity forces us to make choices and those choices have a cost…
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People’s Choices Involve Costs.

		Costs do not necessarily involve money.  The most important type of cost is opportunity cost: the next best alternative that people give up when they make a choice.

		Choices involve giving up something to get something.  These are called trade-offs.
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People Respond to Incentives in Predictable Ways.

		Incentives are actions or rewards that encourage people to act in a certain way.  Incentives can be either positive or negative.  When incentives change, people’s behavior changes in predictable ways.
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Incentives-If you want to change the behavior, change the incentive. They are the key to understanding all human behavior.

		The decisions people make can be based on three types of incentives:



Financial (What is it worth to me?)

Moral (Is it the right thing to do?)

Social (Will society act in a bad way if I do this thing?)

		Positive Incentives-Reward 

		Negative Incentives-Incentive

		Perverse Incentives-Unintended Consequences















People Create Economic Systems and Institutions That Influences Individual Choices and Incentives.

		How people cooperate is governed by written and unwritten rules.  

		As the rules change, incentives - and consequently people’s behaviors - change.

		Systems- Traditional, Command, Market, Mixed AKA Transitional or Emerging.

		Institutions- Political, Legal, Federal Reserve, etc.
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Economic Resources AKA The Factors of Production

		PROPERTY RESOURCES



Land- Actual land and or resources.

Capital-A good used to produce another good.



		HUMAN RESOURCES



Labor-  Workers.

Entrepreneur Ability-  A business innovator. 

Technology-  Scientific and/or mechanical.













Three Basic Economic Questions



		What to Produce?





		How to Produce?





		For Whom to Produce?















Economic Goals



		Growth-  Jobs, Businesses, Factories, markets, Increase in production capacity, GDP annual growth rate of 3-4%.





		Efficiency-  “More for your buck.”  Best use of resources with least amount of costs.





		Full Employment-  Does not mean 100%.  Ensures everyone who wants to work can find a job.  An unemployment rate of 5%.





		Price Stability-  Prices do not fluctuate too much and little or no inflation.















Socioeconomic Goals

		Environmental Protection-  Preserving resources.





		Economic Security-  Examples are welfare, subsidies, tax breaks, low interest loans.  People make laws that protect them in the market.





		Economic Equity-  People are given fair chances in the market.





		Economic Freedom-  People are allowed to have choices and preferences in the market.  The power of the government and other interest groups in constrained.















People Gain When They Trade Voluntarily.

		People can produce goods and services at lower opportunity costs when they specialize in what they do best.  Then they can trade what they produce for goods and services that would be more costly for them to produce.  In this way, both sides gain.
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Economic Law #3  - The Law of Demand

		The less of something there is to go around the more people are willing to pay for it.

		The more there is of something to go around the less people will pay for it.















Economic Law #4 - The Law of Supply

		The more people are willing to pay the more people are willing to make.















People’s Choices Have Consequences That Lie in the Future.

		The important costs and benefits in economic decision making are those that will appear in the future.  The study of economics stresses the importance of making decisions about the future because we can influence only the future; we cannot influence things that happened in the past. 
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Externalities

		An unintentional imposition of a good thing (positive externality) or a bad thing (negative externality) on an uninvolved 3rd party.
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The Economic Functions of Government


1.  Maintaining Legal and Social Framework-


2.  Providing Public Goods and Services-


3.  Maintaining Competition-


4.  Redistributing Income- 


5.  Correcting for Externalities-


6.  Stabilizing the Economy-



SCARCITY, COST AND CHOICE
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Labor—



Capital—



Entrepreneurship—



Technology—



Financial Capital—

The Scientific Method-
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2.
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Economic Reasoning-



Free Good—



Economic Good—
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Factual Tools—



Theoretical Tools—


Ration-
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Opportunity Cost-
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Market Structures







Types of Market Structures

Pure Competition

Monopolistic Competition

Oligopoly

Monopoly







Which Type of Market Structure?







Which Type of Market Structure?







Which Type of Market Structure?







Which Type of Market Structure?







Which Type of Market Structure?







Which Type of Market Structure?







Which Type of Market Structure?







Which Type of Market Structure?










The Market Economy









What is the Market?

		The “Free” Market-  Where people are free to choose and be involved in voluntary trade.  









Examples of Market Economies

		Moments in History-  Industrialization Era, .com Boom

		Hong Kong, United States, Japan

		Countries adopting more market principles…India and China









Three Basic Economic Questions in a Market Economy

		What to Produce?





		How to Produce?





		For Whom to Produce?









Capitalism and Free Enterprise

An economic system in which all aspects are maintained by private individuals or corporations.









Adam Smith-The Father of Modern Day Economics…This is Why He Says Markets Make Everyone Better-Off!

		“Wealth of Nations”- 1776 



	“Theory of Moral Sentiments”-	1759



		Self-Interest-  We do what is best for us and by doing so we better the whole.





		 The Invisible Hand- Not a closed fist.  Guides the market.





1.	Free Trade- Voluntary.  Trade = Wealth







Adam Smith says, “Hey, this stuff really works!”

2.	Private Property-  Owned by individuals/groups.  We take better care of what we own.  Tragedy of the Commons.  Should be easily defined, enforceable and transferable.



3.	Division of Labor and Specialization- 

		Each worker develops more skill and dexterity in their particular task.

		Workers waste less time changing from one task to another.

		Specialized workers will more likely invent machinery to help with their task.



		Summary-  It heightens productivity and ends up 	creating technological advancement.









Keep Talking Mr. Smith…

4. 	Little Government Control-  No central planner trying to guide the economy.



5. 	Competition-  Leads to growth and price stability.







In a Market Economy You Have Choices and Who Doesn’t Like Choices?

		Where should we go to lunch?

		What do I want to be when I grow up?



or

or







In a Market Economy You Have Supply/Demand (Buyers and Sellers)

		Supply = 	What is available.





		Demand = What people want.









In a Market Economy You Have Risk and Entrepreneurship

		Economic freedom allows this but the results will vary from individual to individual.









What Economic Goals and Socioeconomic Goals are Met and How?

		Defined by industry type.

		Prioritized by individual business vision and mission statements.

		Relevant to a businesses’ target market.










Name:_____________________________ Date:__________________


Chapter 1, Section 1

Scarcity 


Guns or Butter


Economists often speak of the way a society allocates its resources between military and consumer spending as a method for choosing guns or butter. Of course, guns represent resources allocated to a nation’s defense; butter represents resources allocated for consumer goods. Economists use the phrase “guns or butter” because scarcity mandates that we choose how to use available resources.


Illustrate the relationship between guns and butter as directed in question 1. 

1. Use the following data to draw the production possibilities frontier (PPF) on the grid shown.


Guns

Butter

0             15


3 14


8 11

11

7


12 4

13 0


Example:



Use the graph you created in question 1 answer question 2-8.

2. Can this economy produce 6 units of guns and 12 units of butter? Explain.


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


3. Can this economy produce 11 units of guns and 11 units of butter? Explain.


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


4. What does the PPF represent?


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


5. How does this PPF illustrate the concept of scarcity?


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


6. How does this PPF illustrate the concept of opportunity cost?


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


7. If the economy is presently producing 0 units of guns and 15 units of butter, what is the opportunity cost of increasing the production of guns from 0 units to 3 units?


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


8. If the economy is presently producing 12 units of guns and 4 units of butter, what is the opportunity cost of increasing the production of butter from 4 units to 11 units?


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


The Production Possibilities Frontier and Efficiency 

The PPF represents what an economy can produce when it is using all its resources efficiently. As long as the economy is producing at a point on its PPF, it is producing at an efficient level and using all its resources.

When an economy is already using all its resources efficiently, it cannot use the same resources to produces something beyond, or outside, its PPF. Therefore, economists say that a point outside an economy’s PPF is unattainable. 


An economy can produce at a point inside its PPF. However, if an economy is producing at a point inside the PPF, then either the economy is not using all of its resources or it is using the inefficiently. Economist label, a point inside the PPF underutilization because such a point indicates that the economy is underutilizing its resources.


Efficiency, unattainability, and underutilization are shown on the PPF and Efficiency graph on the previous page. Use the graph to answer questions 9-11.

9. The point that represents an unattainable point is ________.


10. The point that represents underutilization is ________.


11. An economy that is using all of its resources efficiently is producing at point ______.


Shifts in the Production Possibilities Frontier 

The location of the PPF for an economy is determined mostly by the amount of resources available and the level of technology in the society. If more resources become available or the level of technology increases, more goods and services can be produced and the PPF will shift to the right. If the amount of resources diminishes, the economy can no longer produce at previous levels and the PPF will shift to the left.


Write you answer to questions 12 and 13 on the lines provided.


 12. What two things would cause the PPF of an economy to shift to the right (outward)?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


13. What would cause the PPF of an economy to shift to the left (inward)?


________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


Use the shift in the PPF graph to answer questions 14-19. Assume that the PPF begins at the location labeled C. Read question 14 determine the direction (left or right) that the PPF will move from location C in response to the event described. Then write the letter and new location. Now read question 15 and determine the direction the PPF will now move from the location you decided on question 14. Then write the letter of the new location. Continue to determine the direction and location for each subsequent event.

14. The invention of the light bulb allows laborers to work later hours and introduces the midnight shift.


Direction:_________________
Location:________


15. A major drought makes much of America’s farmland unproductive.



Direction:_________________
Location:________


16. The baby boomer generation starts to retire, and millions leave the work force. 



Direction:_________________
Location:________


17. The invention of the internet allows people to communicate, do research, and conduct business from remote locations.



Directions:________________
Location:________


18. The U.S. loosens immigration requirements, allowing millions of skilled workers to enter the country.



Direction:_________________
Location:________


19. The invention of the cell phone allows people to communicate while commuting or from remote locations.



Direction:_________________
Location:________


A society makes choices that determine how it will allocate its resources between guns and butter. For each of the events in question 20-23, circle either guns or butter to indicate weather the event would cause a shift along the PPF toward producing more guns or towards producing more butter. 


20. After World War I, America pursues a policy of “return to normalcy” and defense spending is cut.



Shift towards GUNS or BUTTER.


21. America enters World War II.




Shift towards GUNS or BUTTER.


22. The Cold War escalates and the number of nuclear warheads increases.




Shift towards GUNS or BUTTER.


23. After the prosperous 1990s, the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, led the United States into wars in Afghanistan and Iraq and to an increase in spending on homeland security.




Shift towards GUNS or BUTTER.


Circle the letter of the correct answer.


24. Some economists argue that unemployment is the main issue that should concern government officials, because unemployment represents underutilization resources. Which of the following situations best describes this view of unemployment?


A. a point inside the PPF



B. a point outside the PPF



C. a shift of the PPF to the right



D. a shift of the PPF to the left


		Due to a tax cut, consumers decide to buy more new cars


1

		Worried about an increasing budget deficit, the government decides to buy fewer military planes


2

		Increasing prices in the U.S. encourage Americans to buy more foreign goods


3



		Due to a tax increase, consumers decrease purchases on vacation travel


4

		Due to increases incomes, Europeans buy more U.S. goods and services


5

		A foreign government imposes a tariff that discourages its citizens from buying goods from the U.S.


6



		Businesses are optimistic about the future and increase construction of new factories


7

		Many more Americans decide to buy more Japanese cars rather than American cars


8

		Households worry about future unemployment and decide to spend less income

9



		Because interest rates increases, businesses cut back on spending for new machinery

10

		Consumers feel good about the future and take out loans to buy more durable goods such as washing machines

11

		Decreases in interest rates encourage businesses to take out loans to construct more buildings

12



		To fight unemployment, the government decides to hire more people to work in national parks

13

		Tax cuts to businesses give businesses incentives to buy more computers

14

		To stimulate the economy and provide jobs, the government builds more bridges in California

15





Determine which factor of the GDP calculation is being affected in each scenario and what will it do to GDP.  For example, number 1 would be an increase in C, which leads to an increase in GDP.





		Due to a tax cut, consumers decide to buy more new cars


C


1

		Worried about an increasing budget deficit, the government decides to buy fewer military planes


G


2

		Increasing prices in the U.S. encourage Americans to buy more foreign goods


X - M

3



		Due to a tax increase, consumers decrease purchases on vacation travel


C


4

		Due to increases incomes, Europeans buy more U.S. goods and services


X-M

5

		A foreign government imposes a tariff that discourages its citizens from buying goods from the U.S.


X-M

6



		Businesses are optimistic about the future and increase construction of new factories


I


7

		Many more Americans decide to buy more Japanese cars rather than American cars


X- M

8

		Households worry about future unemployment and decide to spend less income


C


9



		Because interest rates increases, businesses cut back on spending for new machinery


I


10

		Consumers feel good about the future and take out loans to buy more durable goods such as washing machines


I


11

		Decreases in interest rates encourage businesses to take out loans to construct more buildings  I


12



		To fight unemployment, the government decides to hire more people to work in national parks  G,C


13

		Tax cuts to businesses give businesses incentives to buy more computers


C, I


14

		To stimulate the economy and provide jobs, the government builds more bridges in California


G


15





KEY:    Determine which factor of the GDP calculation is being affected in each scenario and what will it do to GDP.  For example, number 1 would be an increase in C, which leads to an increase in GDP.



Name:_____KEY_____________________        Date:__________________


Enrichment Activity- Comparative & Absolute Advantages


		Product

		Country A

		Country B



		One DVD player

		3 hours of labor

		16 hours of labor



		One TV

		6 hours of labor

		8 hours of labor



		Total to make one of each

		9 hours of labor 

		24 hours of labor





Suppose that country A and country B both makes DVD players and TV’s. The table above lists the production cost in terms of hours of labor for each product. Answer the following questions based upon the information provided in the table above.


1. Which country has absolute advantage in producing TV’s? Explain why?


_____Country A – less hours to produce_______________________________


2. Which country has the absolute advantage in producing DVD’s? Explain why?


_____Country A – less hours to produce______________________________


3. How many TV’s is country A giving up by producing one DVD player? __.5 TV_. How many DVD players is country A giving up by producing one TV?__2_.


The cost of what country A gives up to make a TV or a DVD player can also be called opportunity cost.

4. What is country B’s opportunity cost for producing one DVD player? ____2_tvs___. What is country B’s opportunity cost for producing one TV?_____.5 dvd player____.


5. Which country has the comparative advantage in producing DVD players? Explain why. 


________Country A – less hours to produce________________


6. Which country has the comparative advantage in producing TV’s? Explain why.


________Country A – less hours to produce_____________________________


7. Looking at these two countries, explain why one country can have an absolute advantage in producing something but not have comparative advantage.


_______Country A dominates in the absolute advantage in production of both DVDs and TVs, however IF Country Bs opportunity costs are lower, then they would have the competitive advantage.______________________________________


8. How could County A and Country B save time by specializing in the production of one item and then trading to obtain the other? How much extra time would each country have as a result?


___Country A would save time by producing DVD players and Country B would produce TVs.  Country A would have 3 hours of extra time and Country A would have 8 hours of extra time.______


9. Could each nation use the extra time to produce another item?


____Yes, but due to specialization, it would take away from producing their specialized item._







If We Collect So Much in Taxes and Our GDP is so Great then Why are We in Debt?





*











Taxes Collected-2006

		Type of Return		Number of Returns		Gross Collections (Millions of $)

		Individual Income Tax		133,917,068 		1,236,259 

		Corporation Income Tax		2,453,741 		380,925 

		Employment Taxes		31,182,071 		814,819 

		Gift Tax		255,651 		1,970 

		Excise Tax		942,145 		57,990 

		Estate Tax		58,279 		26,717 
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What is the Difference Between Debt and Deficit?



		Suppose you want to spend more money this month than your income. This situation is called a "budget deficit". 

		So you borrow. The amount you borrowed (and now owe) is called your debt. 

		You have to pay interest on your debt. If next month you don't have enough money to cover your spending (another deficit), you must borrow some more, and you'll still have to pay the interest on the loan. If you have a deficit every month, you keep borrowing and your debt grows. 

		Soon the interest payment on your loan is bigger than any other item in your budget.

		Eventually, all you can do is pay the interest payment, and you don't have any money left over for anything else. This situation is known as bankruptcy.









*











What We’ve Been Doing

		Each year since 1969, Congress has spent more money than its income.

		 The Treasury Department has to borrow money to meet Congress's appropriations. The total borrowed is more than $8,000,000,000,000 and growing. 

		Even when government officials claim to have a surplus, they still spend more than they get in. We pay interest on that huge debt. 





*











What are the Current Numbers?

		US National Debt- http://www.brillig.com/debt_clock/





		US National Deficit for 2006-



	$258 Billion



		The debt equates to $28,412 per head of the U.S. population, or $58,390 per head of the U.S. working population. 





*











Where Does the Money Go?



*











Another View



*











Personal Savings Rates



*











The Decline of the Dollar

		In historical context the dollar is not all that weak.

		To some extent it is giving back abnormal strength gained during the 90’s.





*











What Are Our Options? 

		Cut spending.

		Raise taxes.





*











What is Driving this Pattern?

Economic activity

Do tax changes solely drive the direction of nominal growth in the economy?

		No



Growth occurred in both the 80’s and 90’s, once following a tax cut, once following a tax increase.



*













So What is the Final Answer?

		There will be some cost.

		The situation is not apocalyptic.

		However, it will force some hard choices.





*












COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

ECONOMIC SYSTEMS-

TRADITIONAL ECONOMIES-


COMMAND/ CENTRALLY DIRECTED ECONOMIES-


MARKET ECONOMIES-


MIXED ECONOMIES-


Reasons for Changes in Demand


Part I


Read the following seven newspaper headlines. In each case, decide if the event will cause a change in the market demand for beef.  If so, determine if it is an increase or a decrease, and write the correct answer.  For example, if you think headline 1 means there will be a decrease in demand, write “decrease” in the first blank.  For headline 2, if you think demand will increase, write “increase”.  If the event causes no change in demand, write “no change”.


1. BEEF PRICES RISE


Demand _____________


2. MILLIONS OF IMMIGRANTS SWELL U.S. POPULATION


Demand _____________

3. PORK PRICES DROP


Demand _____________

4. THE SURGEON GENERAL WARNS THAT EATING BEEF CAN BE HAZERDOUS TO HEALTH


Demand _____________

5. TAKE HOME PAY FOR AMERICANS DROPS 3RD MONTH IN A ROW


Demand _____________

6. NATIONWIDE FAD: THE RAP-BURGER


Demand _____________

7. HIGHER PRICE FOR CHARCOAL THREATENS MEMEORIAL DAY COOKOUTS


Demand _____________

Part II


Put each change in demand for Part I into one of the following categories, based on the reason for change.  Write the number of the headline(s) next to the appropriate reason for the change in demand.  Some categories may have more than one headline number, and any event that did not change demand should not be listed with any of the determinants.


_____A change in consumer tastes


_____A change in consumer incomes


_____A change in the number of consumers in the market


_____A change in the price of a substitute good


_____A change in the price of a complementary good

Reasons for Changes in Supply


Part I


Read the following eight newspaper headlines. In each case, decide if the event will cause a change in the market supply of cars.  If so, determine if it is an increase or a decrease, and write the correct answer.  For example, if you think headline 1 means there will be a decrease in supply, write “decrease” in the first blank.  For headline 2, if you think supply will increase, write “increase”.  If the event causes no change in supply, write “no change”.


1. AUTO WORKERS AGREE TO WAGE AND FRINGE CUTS


Supply _______________


2. NEW ROBOT TECHNOLOGY ICNREASES EFFICIENCY IN DETROIT FACTORIES


Supply _______________


3. NATIONWIDE AUTO STRIKE BEGAN AT MIDNIGHT


Supply _______________


4. QUOTAS ELIMINATED: FOREIGN CAR IMPORTS RISE


Supply _______________


5. STEEL PRICES RISE 10%


Supply _______________


6. LARGE AUTO PRODUCERS GOES BANKRUPT, CLOSES FACTORIES


Supply _______________


7. BUYERS REJECT NEW CAR MODELS: SELLERS LOWER PRICES


Supply _______________


8. SHORTAGES ABOUND IN CONSUMER ELECTRONICS-CONSUMERS CAN’T BUY ENOUGH NEW GAMES AND GADGETS


Supply _______________


Part II


Put each change in supply for Part I into one of the following categories, based on the reason for change.  Write the number of the headline(s) next to the appropriate reason for the change in supply.  Some categories may have more than one headline number, and any event that did not change supply should not be listed with any of the determinants.


_____A change in the cost of the factors of production


_____A change in technology


_____A change in the number of sellers in the market


_____A change in profit opportunities from producing other products


Circular Flow Diagram
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Add the arrows to the model AND label them.


Identify the category represented by the letters (w, x, y, or z).  Label them on the graph as well:


     A.     w:  ____________________________

     B.      x:  ____________________________

    C.    y:  ____________________________

D.    z:  ____________________________

Write the correct letter next to each scenario (A,B,C, orD):


____Mary receives a paycheck in exchange for working.

____Brian’s Bagels earns income by selling bagels.

____Brian’s Bagels pays rent in exchange for the use of their building.

____Mary exchanges money for a new pair of shoes.

Add the Government to the model


a. What does the government provide z? ______________________________


b. What does x provide the government? ______________________________

Add the other two institutions to the model



Explain why these institutions are vital to the model.
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Circular Flow Diagram
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Add the arrows to the model AND label them.


Identify the category represented by the letters (w, x, y, or z).  Label them on the graph as well:


     A.     w:  product market

     B.      x:  firms

    C.    y:  resource market

E.    z:  households

Write the correct letter next to each scenario (A,B,C, orD):


__C__Mary receives a paycheck in exchange for working.

__B__Brian’s Bagels earns income by selling bagels.

__D_Brian’s Bagels pays rent in exchange for the use of their building.

__A__Mary exchanges money for a new pair of shoes.

Add the Government to the model


c. What does the government provide z? security; income

d. What does x provide the government? Goods and services; taxes

Add the other two institutions to the model



Explain why these institutions are vital to the model. Banks and the rest of the world (imports and exports).   Answers will vary as to importance, but students should touch on additional resource, goods, services, incomes etc. that help with growth. 


